The International project #Genderstruggles brings together a group of feminists, LGBTI+ activists, and experts from various countries to promote equal rights and good practices developed against the anti-gender movement on digital platforms. The project website will be launched on Friday, December 17th.

The fourth Şrn Tekel Research Award Conference and Award Ceremony will be held online on Saturday, December 4th. The conference is organized every year with the support of Sabancı University, and includes the presentation of research outputs by the winners of the 2020 awards. In the second part, members of the Advisory Board will evaluate the past year and discuss future plans.

The Dicle Koğacıoğlu Artcle Award Conference was organized annually with the support of Sabancı University. Ths year, the event will be held online on Saturday, December 25th. You can follow the conference timeline and registration information on the SU Publications account.

Welcome with Efsun Sertoğlu

"Are These Issues Covered At School?"

On November 3rd, SU Gender brought together students from Deusto University in Spain, one of the first universities to launch the Purple Certificate Program, to discuss gender equality and diversity issues. During the panel discussion, students discussed the difficulties they faced when attending events and the strategies they used to overcome them. At the end of the event, the speakers were inspired by each other's experiences.

What's Next Month?

What's Next Month? 2020: Gender+ Justice and the Pandemic - The Year of Change. The international conference will be held online on Saturday, December 19th. The conference will focus on the impact of the pandemic on gender equality and diversity, and the strategies needed to address these challenges.

StUh Tekal Research Award Ceremony

The Second StUh Tekal Research Award Ceremony will be held at SU Gender as part of the RESISTIRE project. The ceremony will be held online on Wednesday, December 16th. The ceremony will honor the winners of the 2020 awards and discuss future plans.

Purple Certificate Program Gender Equality in Education Awards

The Purple Certificate Program Gender Equality in Education Awards were held online on November 11th. The event recognized teachers who have been actively working to promote gender equality in education. The winners of the awards were presented at the ceremony.

Publications

What action did you take?

- You have already made a donation to SU Gender and UN Women in Turkey during the COVID-19 pandemic.
- You have taken an action to support SU Gender and UN Women in Turkey during the COVID-19 pandemic.
- You have not taken any action to support SU Gender and UN Women in Turkey during the COVID-19 pandemic.

Within the scope of our ProGender+ program, we continued our work with Doğadan Company this month, responding to the corporate needs of the private sector on gender equality, diversity, and inclusion issues.
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